
Sprinkle Crafty Magic On Your Child’s Party 
Oglee Poglee Launches New Season Craft Party Bags 

 

Fed up of sending party guests home with bags filled with sugary treats and 

plastic toys that are unloved and break easily? Look no further than 

children’s craft party specialist Oglee Poglee (www.ogleepoglee.co.uk), with 

its new collection of pre-filled Craft Party Bags.  

 

Bursting to the brim with brightly-coloured shapes, cards, paper, glitter, 

sparkles and even rainbow crayons, Oglee Poglee Party Bags are aimed at 

boys and girls aged 3 to 10 years and are perfect for letting children unleash 

their imaginations, giving hours of post-party fun.  

 

Hand-packed so no two bags are the same, what makes Oglee Poglee Craft Party Bags so special is their 

emphasis on open-ended creative play. There are no instructions; each child has free rein over what he/she 

chooses to make… that might be a card for a friend, a letter to the elf that lives at the bottom of the garden, or 

a superhero-inspired picture for their wall. The new collection comprises six fresh themes: 

 

UNICORN: Embracing the unicorn trend, this party bag includes colourful papers and a crafty selection of 

foam hearts, sparkly stars, unicorn shapes and stickers, to name but a few!  

EMOJI: Ideal for older children, this super-cool party bag features mini cards, colourful papers, a rainbow 

crayon plus a mix of quality crafting materials including pom poms and emoji-themed stickers. 

MY PET PARTY: This bag is packed full of cute furry friends, animal print papers, pet 

stickers, googly eyes and more. The perfect partner if your child is an animal-lover or you’re 

hosting a petting or farm party. 

SUPERHERO: Kapow! No superhero party is complete without this party bag… with oodles 

of colourful papers, a rainbow crayon, superhero stickers and symbols there’s hours of 

entertainment for superhero fans. 

CUPCAKES: A cute cupcake-inspired party bag, packed with love hearts, cupcake shapes 

and pastel colours; the perfect accompaniment to a girly gathering, afternoon tea or pyjama 

party. 

SPACE ADVENTURE: Zoom your party guests home with a handpicked selection of cosmic themed craft 

supplies. Create a space station, become a Jedi or even land on Mars – imagination is the only limit! 

What better way to send party guests home happy than with an Oglee Poglee Craft Party Bag? 

 

Oglee Poglee Craft Party Bags - RSP £4 per bag  

(+80p for a glue stick and +£1.50 to include a small PVA glue tub with spreader) 

Other themes in the range: Woodland, Mermaid, Ocean, Space, Flowers, Pirate, Jungle, Dinosaur, Surprise. 

http://www.ogleepoglee.co.uk/


What is Oglee Poglee? 

Oglee Poglee is a fascinating world starring a little yellow creature called Oglee Pip. Oglee Pip is very 

curious and spends his days exploring new embarking on exciting, fun-fuelled adventures. 

Hertfordshire-based Claire Gillespie founded Oglee Poglee in 2012 when she discovered the joy of 

creating with her own children. Starting life as a series of local craft workshops, Claire expanded the 

business to include running creative craft parties in the Hertfordshire and Buckinghamshire areas 

alongside selling her innovative craft-packed party bags online.  

 

 


